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s u m m a r y

Objective: To determine if baseline biomarkers are associated with longitudinal changes in the wors-
ening of disc space narrowing (DSN), vertebral osteophytes (OST), and low back pain (LBP).
Design: Paired baseline (2003e2004) and follow-up (2006e2010) lumbar spine radiographs from the
Johnston County Osteoarthritis Project were graded for severity of DSN and OST. LBP severity was self-
reported. Concentrations of analytes (cytokines, proteoglycans, and neuropeptides) were quantified by
immunoassay. Pressure-pain threshold (PPT), a marker of sensitivity to pressure pain, was measured
with a standard dolorimeter. Binary logistic regression models were used to estimate odd ratios (OR) and
95% confidence intervals (CI) of biomarker levels with DSN, OST, or LBP. Interactions were tested between
biomarker levels and the number of affected lumbar spine levels or LBP.
Results: We included participants (n ¼ 723) with biospecimens, PPT, and paired lumbar spine radio-
graphic data. Baseline Lumican, a proteoglycan reflective of extracellular matrix changes, was associated
with longitudinal changes in DSN worsening (OR ¼ 3.19 [95% CI 1.22, 8.01]). Baseline brain-derived
neuropathic factor, a neuropeptide, (OR ¼ 1.80 [95% CI 1.03, 3.16]) was associated with longitudinal
changes in OST worsening, which may reflect osteoclast genesis. Baseline hyaluronic acid (OR ¼ 1.31 [95%
CI 1.01, 1.71]), indicative of systemic inflammation, and PPT (OR ¼ 1.56 [95% CI 1.02, 2.31]) were asso-
ciated with longitudinal increases in LBP severity.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that baseline biomarkers are associated with longitudinal changes
occurring in structures of the lumbar spine (DSN vs OST). Markers of inflammation and perceived
pressure pain sensitivity were associated with longitudinal worsening of LBP.
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Introduction

Disc space narrowing (DSN) from degeneration of the interver-
tebral disc and vertebral osteophyte (OST) formation are two po-
tential sources of nociceptive pain in the lower back1e6. There are
several possible reasons why degeneration occurs over time within
these structures, such as clinical characteristics1,4, injury, normal
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aging4 or genetics7. The most common biological reason for inter-
vertebral disc degeneration is a loss of proteoglycans, such as
Lumican, found in the extracellular matrix of the nucleus and
annulus8e10. In addition, inflammation may accelerate interverte-
bral disc degeneration and OST formation11,12. Identifying whether
baseline biomarkers are associated with a longitudinal change in
the worsening of DSN and OST degeneration in community-based
studies may lead to potential therapeutic targets to decrease or
prevent spine degeneration that is often associated with low back
pain (LBP).

Biomarkers may improve our understanding of the etiological
changes that occur during a degenerative process13. Our group and
others have identified positive associations between biochemical
biomarkers and lumbar spine disc DSN and OST14e18. For example,
urinary type II collagen (CTX-II) and serum hyaluronic acid (HA)
reflect differences in the etiological process of spine degenera-
tion14,15. Our group has also identified several associations between
DSN and individual biomarkers related to inflammation, osteo-
protegerin (OPG)19, interleukin-6 (IL-6)20, and pain neuropeptide-Y
(NPY)16. In addition, we identified clusters of biomarkers, to be
associatedwith DSN16,21. The combination of biomarkers associated
with structure was Lumican22 and Keratin-1923,24, associated with
inflammation was OPG and Regulated upon Activation, Normal T
Cell Expressed and Presumably Secreted (RANTES), and NPY was
associated with pain. In addition, quantitative sensory measures,
such as pressure-pain threshold (PPT), a biomarker of pressure pain
sensitivity, have been found to be important predictors of LBP25 and
associated with lumbar spine post-surgical outcomes26. These
findings suggest that biochemical biomarkers and PPT measures
may help define the etiological process of spine degeneration and
LBP. However, to our knowledge, no community-based study has
examined baseline biomarkers or PPT and longitudinal changes in
the worsening of lumbar spine DSN, OST, and LBP.

Understanding the longitudinal relationships between bio-
markers and worsening of DSN and OST could provide valuable
insight into the etiology of lumbar spine degeneration. Therefore,
our objective was to: (1) determine if baseline biomarkers, quan-
tified in human serum and urine, or PPT are associated with a
longitudinal change in theworsening of lumbar spine vertebral OST
or DSN, and LBP, and (2) determine if the number of involved levels
of worsening lumbar spine DSN or OST influences the relationship
between biomarkers, lumbar spine degeneration, and LBP. We hy-
pothesized that baseline biochemical biomarkers originating from
lumbar spine structures and/or inflammatory processes would be
associated with the longitudinal change in the worsening of DSN
and OST, and baseline biomarkers related to inflammation or PPT
would be associated with the longitudinal change in the worsening
of LBP.
Method

Participants

Details of the sampling strategy and recruitment methods used
for the Johnston County Osteoarthritis Project (JoCoOA) are
described elsewhere5,27. Briefly, this ongoing longitudinal study of
osteoarthritis (OA) includes African American (nearly one-third of
the cohort) andWhite participants living in a largely rural county in
North Carolina. Civilian, non-institutionalized residents aged �45
years from six townships in Johnston County were enrolled be-
tween 1991 and 1998 (n ¼ 3187, Original Cohort), and additional
residents were enrolled between 2003 and 2004 (n ¼ 1015,
Enrichment Cohort). Since the Enrichment Cohort aimed to
supplement the sample for African Americans and younger par-
ticipants, participants enrolled during 2003e2004 tended to be
younger (Enrichment Cohort, mean age 59.3 years vs Original
Cohort, mean age 65.8 years) and were more likely to be African
American (Enrichment Cohort, 40% vs Original Cohort, 28%) than
the Original Cohort participants were at first follow-up
(1999e2003); the two groups did not differ according to sex28.
Participants in the JoCoOA completed follow-up clinical and inter-
view data collection approximately every 5 years, with 1,695 par-
ticipants seen during the 2006e2010 clinic visit (time point T2). All
participants in the JoCoOA provided informed consent for partici-
pation, and the JoCoOA has been continuously approved by the
institutional review boards of the University of North Carolina and
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia
and all procedures followed were in accordance with all ethical
standards on human experimentation (institutional and national)
and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000.
Demographic and clinical characteristics

Demographic data, including age, sex, and race (African Amer-
ican/White), were collected by clinical interview and examination.
Clinical characteristics included self-reports of comorbidities (dia-
betes, high blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, liver disease,
depression and/or cancer) as well as body mass index (BMI) at the
time of clinic visit (calculated from height measured without shoes
and weight measured with a balance beam scale). Non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) use was ascertained at baseline by
participant self-report.
Biomarkers

Details regarding the collection of biospecimens have been
described elsewhere in detail14. In short, all participants had blood
and urine samples collected in clinic on the same day radiographs
were taken. All samples were collected after completing morning
activity (>1 h after arising) when serum markers were in equilib-
rium29. Serum concentrations of N-cadherin, Lumican, C-X Motif
Chemokine Ligand 6 (CXCL6), OPG, RANTES, interleukin-17 (IL-17),
interleukin-6 (IL-6), HA, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF),
and neuropeptide-y (NPY) measured in baseline samples were the
analytes of interest for this study. Urinary C-terminal crosslinked
telopeptide of type-II collagen (CTX-II) was quantified from human
urine, and adjusted for creatinine levels. Our selection of
biochemical biomarkers is based on our previous assessments of
these biomarkers and PPT in cross-sectional studies14e16,30. We
grouped biomarkers of interest in this study into three categories
based on their relationship with lumbar spine structural changes,
inflammation, or pain. The category of biomarkers with a rela-
tionship to structural changes included N-cadherin, Lumican, HA,
and CTX-II. The second biomarker category, those with a relation-
ship to inflammation, included IL-6, OPG, IL-17A, RANTES, and
CXCL6. The third biomarker category, those with a relationship to
pain, included NPYand BDNF. Our prior cross-sectional work found
CTX-II (along with HA) to be associated with DSN and OST14,15.
Additional details of the distributions (mean, standard deviation,
median, and range), manufacturer, intra and inter-assay variability,
lower limit of detection, and dilution amounts are provided in
Supplementary Table 1. Intra- and inter-assay coefficients of vari-
ation were calculated for all duplicate-analyzed biochemical bio-
markers, with values below 15% representing good reliability. All
the biomarkers had measurable concentrations except for IL-17A



for which only 10% of the samples were greater than the lower limit
of detection; as such, we excluded IL-17A from analyses.

Pressure-pain threshold

PPT was measured by a single trained research assistant using a
standard mechanical pressure-based dolorimeter to assess the
threshold for pressure-pain (in kilograms) at the upper trapezius
bilaterally for each participant. All PPT clinical measurements
began with a practice trial demonstration of the device with the
participant. These measurements were collected in a systematic
fashion. Starting with the left side, pressure was applied at a rate of
1 kg per second until pain was reported by the participant or a
maximum pressure of 4 kg was reached. If the participant did not
report pain at 4 kg, the value was recorded as, >4.0 kg. Trials were
continued until two consecutive readings were within ±0.4 kg for a
maximum of four trials. This procedure was then repeated on the
right side. Recorded PPT score was the mean of the left and right
trapezius PPT values. A lower PPT score suggests greater pressure
pain sensitivity.

Radiographic spine films

Lumbar spine radiographs were included in the JoCoOA study at
the T2 2006e2010 clinic visit. By protocol, women of reproductive
age (<50 years) were excluded from having lumbar spine radio-
graphs. Lumbar spine radiographs were performed with the
participant lying on their left side, a common position for clinical
radiographs that can standardize the technical quality and repro-
ducibility of positioning, with the central beam centered at the
lumbar spine. The Burnett Atlas31 was used to grade lumbar spine
radiographic features of DSN and OST. DSN and OST were graded in
a semi-quantitative fashion (0 ¼ none, 1 ¼mild, 2 ¼moderate, and
3 ¼ severe) by an experienced single bone and joint radiologist (JR)
with an intra-rater reliability with a kappa of 0.89 for DSN and 0.90
for OST15.

Knee osteoarthritis

The protocol for conducting knee joint OA radiographs has been
described in detail elsewhere32,33. All knee radiographs were read
for KellgreneLawrence grade (KLG)34 by the same radiologist. In-
ter-rater and intra-rater reliability have been reported previously
with a kappa of 0.89 for the knee32. Knee OA for these analyses was
defined as a KLG of 2e4 in at least one knee.

Low back pain

LBP was ascertained at the clinical interview by asking partici-
pants to answer “yes” or “no” to the question, “Onmost days do you
have pain, aching, or stiffness in your lower back?” Those partici-
pants who reported “yes” were also asked to quantify the severity
of their symptoms as “mild,” “moderate,” or “severe.”

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were generated for the total sample.
Worsening was defined as �1-unit increase in severity from
baseline to follow-up for OST and DSN. As in our previous cross-
sectional work14, severity scores were summed across the five
lumbar spine levels to create separate total DSN and OST scores. As
such, DSN could have a maximum total score of 15, and OST could
have a maximum total score of 30 for each participant. Due to
sparse data in the upper scores, we collapsed score categories to ‘no
DSN worsening’ or ‘any DSN worsening’. Since OST had a wide
range of scores and these features are highly prevalent, we defined
OST score change from the paired baseline to follow-up of 0 or 1 as
“no worsening” and those with a score change between 2 and 30 as
“worsening”. LBP was considered worsening if there was a �1-unit
increase in severity from baseline to follow-up. Those with baseline
severe LBP were excluded as they were unable to have a 1-unit
increase in symptoms (n ¼ 54; Fig. 1). Additionally, participants
who had improved pain between baseline and follow-up were also
excluded from regression analyses involving pain worsening
(n ¼ 65), since the relationship between biomarkers and pain
worsening and pain improvement may differ in direction of the
association. Some biomarkers had skewed distributions; as such,
the natural logarithm transformation was applied to each
biomarker value before conducting analysis.

T-tests were used to determine differences in biomarker levels
across categories of radiographic features and LBP. Multiple logistic
regression models were used to determine baseline biomarker as-
sociations with the longitudinal change in the worsening of DSN,
OST, or LBP. We examined three different models for our worsening
of lumbar spine structure or pain outcomes. In the first model, we
included demographic variables (age, race, and sex). In the second
model, we included the previously mentioned demographic vari-
ables in addition to clinical characteristics (diabetes, high blood
pressure, smoking status, and BMI), knee OA and NSAIDs. In our
third model, we included all the covariates mentioned in Models 1
and 2 plus an adjustment for OST or DSN score change and OST or
DSN baseline values, as appropriate. We included the other radio-
graphic feature (DSN or OST) as a covariate in the model to help
determine the independence between the biomarkers and the
radiographic feature as the outcome. We explored pairwise inter-
action terms between biomarker levels and the number of lumbar
spine levels of DSN or OST, but we did not identify any important
interactions. All analyses were conducted in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, NC), and alpha was set at two-sided 0.05.

Results

The selection of participants in JoCoOA for both structure and
symptom outcomes for these analyses is provided in Fig. 1. For our
structure outcomes, we selected participants from the cohort if
they had lumbar spine radiographs at both baseline and follow-up.
Data were missing if the participant had been lost to follow-up or
failed to return for the clinic follow-up visit (n ¼ 922) or missing
covariate data (n¼ 40). As such, approximately 45% (n¼ 763) of the
cohort had complete lumbar spine radiographic readings for DSN
and OST. For our LBP outcome, approximately 56% (n ¼ 963) were
lost to follow-up or failed to return for clinic follow-up visit. Par-
ticipants with self-reported severe LBP were excluded (n ¼ 54) as
they were not eligible for worsening LBP. After accounting for
prevalent severe LBP (i.e., not at risk for worsening), improvement
in LBP symptoms from baseline to follow-up, and missing covariate
data, 596 participants were eligible for LBP worsening analysis. The
average length of time for the participant's follow-up was 5.5 years
(standard deviation ¼ 0.7; range 2.9e7.3 years). The most common
reason for participant loss-to-follow-up was participant death
which was unrelated to cohort participation. In addition, those lost
to follow-up were more likely to be older, have a BMI less than 30,
self-reported diabetes, high blood pressure, and knee OA4.

The baseline demographic, clinical characteristics and NSAIDs as
well as knee OA for DSN, OST, and LBP are described in Table I. Just
over two-thirds (69.6%) were women, and 33.2% were African
American. The average age was 66.1 years and average BMI was
31.4 kg/m2. Over a third of participants had knee OA (39.4%) and
greater than two comorbidities (36.7%). A large proportion reported
taking NSAIDs (64.2%). When compared to those with no DSN,



Fig. 1 Osteoarthritis and Cartilage

Flow of study participants from time point 2 (T2) to time point 3 (T3). JoCoOA ¼ Johnston County Osteoarthritis Project; DSN ¼ disc space
narrowing; LBP ¼ lower back pain. Covariates: age, race, sex, BMI, knee OA, having 2þ comorbidities (CVD, hypertension, diabetes, liver
disease, cancer, depression), NSAIDs.
participants with DSN at �1 level were older (no DSN, 63.8 years;
DSN � 1, 66.9 years), less likely to be African American (no DSN,
42.1%; DSN � 1, 30.0%), and more likely to have had knee OA (no
DSN, 29.5%; DSN � 1, 43.0%). When compared to participants with
no OST, participants with OST at �2 levels were less likely to be
women (OST < 2, 82.5%; OST � 2, 65.0%), and less likely to be Af-
rican American (OST< 2, 42.9%; OST� 2, 29.8%).When compared to
participants without LBP, a higher proportion of those with LBP had
a lower threshold (<4 kg) for pressure pain (without LBP, 20.1%;
with LBP, 39.5%). When compared to participants without LBP,
participants with any LBP were more likely to be women (without
LBP, 64.8%; with LBP, 75.9%), have a higher BMI (without LBP,
30.6 kg/m2; with LBP, 32.4 kg/m2), and have more comorbidities
(without LBP, 28.3%; with LBP, 57.1%). Biomarker levels of CTX-II
were higher among those with DSN at �1 level compared with no
DSN (no DSN, 351.5 pg/ml; DSN at �1, 428.0 pg/ml). Biomarker
levels of OPG were higher among those with DSN at �1 level
compared with no DSN (no DSN, 91.2 pg/ml; DSN at�1, 99.6 pg/ml)
and thosewith LBP comparedwith no LBP (no LBP, 94.0 pg/ml; with
LBP, 105.9 pg/ml). Biomarker levels of CXCL6 were lower among
those with OST at �2 levels compared with OST <2 levels (OST < 2,
295.7 pg/ml; OST at �2, 292.9 pg/ml) and higher among those with
LBP compared to no LBP (no LBP, 259.8 pg/ml; with LBP, 300.1 pg/
ml). Biomarker levels of IL-6 were higher among those with LBP
compared with no LBP (no LBP, 1.8 pg/ml; with LBP, 3.1 pg/ml).
Biomarker levels of HA were higher those with DSN at �1 level
compared with no DSN (no DSN, 63.9; DSN at �1, 74.6). Levels of
BDNF were lower among participants with DSN at �1 level when
compared to participants without DSN (no DSN, 32,662 pg/ml; DSN
at �1, 30,326 pg/ml).

The models with baseline biomarkers and longitudinal changes
in the worsening of DSN are presented in Fig. 2. Approximately half
of the participants did not have a change in DSNworsening over the
follow-up time (52.6%). Adjusting for age, sex, and race, the baseline
level of log transformed Lumican was associated with a longitudi-
nal change in any DSNworsening compared to participants without
any DSN worsening (OR ¼ 3.11 [95% confidence intervals (CI) 1.21,
8.01]). After additional adjustment for BMI, comorbidities, knee OA
and self-reported NSAIDs, this relationship remained (OR ¼ 3.01
[95% CI 1.17, 7.78]) as well as after further adjustment for OST score
change and baseline DSN values (OR ¼ 3.19 [95% CI 1.22, 8.34]).
Adjusting for age, sex, and race, the baseline level of log trans-
formed HA was associated with a longitudinal change in DSN
worsening compared to participants without any DSN (OR ¼ 1.27
[95% CI 1.00, 1.60]). However, after additional adjustment for BMI,
comorbidities, knee OA, and self-reported NSAIDs, this relationship
was attenuated. No other baseline biomarkers were associatedwith
a longitudinal change in the worsening of DSN.

The models with baseline biomarkers and the longitudinal
change in theworsening of OSTare presented in Fig. 3. Adjusting for
age, sex, race, BMI, comorbidities, knee OA, and self-reported
NSAIDs, the baseline level of log transformed BDNF was associated
with the longitudinal change in OST worsening vs those without
OST worsening (OR ¼ 1.78 [95% CI 1.01, 3.11]). This relationship
remained after further adjustment for DSN score change and OST
baseline values (OR ¼ 1.80 [95% CI 1.03, 3.16]). No other baseline
biomarkers were associated with a longitudinal change in OST
worsening.

The models with baseline biomarkers and the longitudinal
change in worsening of any severity in LBP are presented in Fig. 4.
Approximately two-thirds of the participants did not have an in-
crease in LBP severity at follow-up (64.7%). Adjusting for age, sex,
and race, the baseline level of log transformed HA was associated
with the longitudinal increase in LBP severity vs those without



Overall DSN score ¼ 0
n ¼ 190

DSN score � 1
n ¼ 533

Osteophyte score < 2,
n ¼ 189

Osteophyte score � 2,
n ¼ 534

Low back pain absent
n ¼ 463*

Low back pain present,
n ¼ 133

Age (mean, SD) 66.1 (7.45) 63.8 (7.36) 66.9 (7.31) 65.7 (7.67) 66.2 (7.37) 66.2 (7.54) 65.9 (7.63)
Women n, (%) 503 (69.6%) 128 (67.4%) 375 (70.4%) 347 (65.0%) 156 (82.5%) 300 (64.8%) 101 (75.9%)
African American n, (%) 240 (33.2%) 80 (42.1%) 160 (30.0%) 159 (29.8%) 81 (42.9%) 151 (32.6%) 82 (32.6%)
Bodymass index, kg/m2 (mean,

SD)
31.4 (6.06) 31.2 (6.30) 31.5 (5.98) 30.7 (6.27) 31.6 (5.98) 30.6 (5.74) 32.4 (6.04)

�2 Comorbidities, n, (%) 265 (36.7%) 77 (40.5%) 188 (35.3%) 63 (33.3%) 202 (37.8%) 131 (28.3%) 76 (57.1%)
Radiographic knee

osteoarthritis n, (%)
285 (39.4%) 56 (29.5%) 229 (43.0%) 64 (33.9%) 221 (41.4%) 175 (37.8%) 59 (44.1%)

NSAID use n (%) 464 (64.2%) 121 (63.7%) 343 (64.4%) 114 (60.3%) 350 (65.5%) 290 (62.6%) 90 (67.7%)
Pressure pain threshold

(<4 kg), n (%)
188 (27.0%) 53 (29.4%) 135 (26.2%) 56 (30.9%) 113 (25.6%) 90 (20.1%) 49 (39.5%)

Biomarkers, mean (SD)
[median, (IQR)]

N-Cadherin, ng/ml 112.5 (24.1) [109.7 (46.4e322.8)] 111.6 (22.38) 112.8 (24.68) 111.7 (27.9) 112.8 (22.60) 112.1 (23.3) 113.1 (21.1)
Lumican, ng/ml 133.4 (25.3) [130.9 (64.0e469.9)] 133.6 (20.0) 133.3 (27.0) 135.6 (24.0) 132.6 (25.8) 132.6 (26.9) 134.4 (20.1)
CTX-II, ng/mM Cr 407.9 (566.5) [276.6 (37.2e10235.9)] 351.5 (494.7) 428.0 (589.2) 382.6 (541.9) 416.7 (575.1) 408.1 (618.4) 402.6 (495.59)
OPG, pg/ml 97.4 (42.6) [90.0 (8.6e416.8)] 91.2 (44.0) 99.6 (41.9) 95.9 (46.7) 98.0 (41.1) 94.0 (41.7) 105.9 (43.9)
CXCL6, pg/ml 293.6 (686.7) [201.8 (50.5e17930.0)] 291.7 (200.7) 294.3 (789.2) 295.7 (192.9) 292.9 (791.3) 259.8 (166.2) 300.1 (194.3)
RANTES, pg/ml 180156.6 (94723.9) [159053.4 (29421.8

e497828.6)]
188,559 (99,710) 177,216 (92,835) 186,620 (97,204) 177,861 (93,815) 175,399 (90,610) 186,471 (101,841)

IL-6, pg/ml 2.1 (4.5) [1.2 (0.3e81.8)] 2.8 (8.0) 1.8 (2.2) 2.5 (5.5) 1.9 (4.2) 1.8 (2.7) 3.1(9.1)
HA, pg/ml 71.9 (86.3) [53.4 (8.2e1743.6)] 63.9 (58.2) 74.6 (94.1) 64.1 (49.6) 74.6 (96.0) 71.2 (98.7) 76.8 (63.5)
BDNF, pg/ml 30931.7 (9131.6) [29506.0 (7464.7

e72130.0)]
32,662 (10,378) 30,326 (8582) 31,691 (9349) 30,662 (9047) 30,914 (9263) 31,019 (9553)

NPY, pg/ml 22.9 (8.8) [21.0 (3.1e92.2)] 22.9 (8.6) 23.0 (8.9) 23.4 (9.7) 22.8 (8.5) 23.0 (9.0) 23.4 (8.6)

BDNF ¼ brain derived neurotrophic factor; CTX-II ¼ collagen telopeptide-II; CXCL6 ¼ CeXeC Motif Chemokine Ligand 6; DSN ¼ disc space narrowing; HA ¼ hyaluronan; IL-6 ¼ interleukin-6; IQR ¼ interquartile range;
NPY ¼ neuropeptide-Y; NSAID ¼ non-steroidal anti-inflammatory; OPG ¼ osteoprotegerin; RANTES ¼ Regulated upon Activation, Normal T Cell Expressed and Presumably Secreted; SD ¼ standard deviation.

* Missing 46 values for pain at baseline. Significant (P < 0.05) differences between categories represented in bold.

Table I Osteoarthritis and Cartilage

Characteristics and biomarker concentrations of n ¼ 723 participants at baseline

813



Fig. 2 Osteoarthritis and Cartilage

Associations between logarithmically-transformed biomarkers and change in disc space narrowing (DSN) score from T2 to T3. Outcome is
worsening change in disc space narrowing (n ¼ 334) vs no change (n ¼ 372). Adjusted for the following measures at baseline (T2):. Model 1: DSN
Score, age, race, sex. Model 2: DSN Score, age, race, sex, body mass index (BMI), knee osteoarthritis (OA), having 2þ comorbidities, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Model 3: OST Score Change in the same model; baseline values of DSN Score, OST Score, age,
race, sex, BMI, knee OA, having 2þ comorbidities, NSAIDs. OR ¼ Odds Ratio, CI ¼ Confidence Interval, BDNF ¼ brain derived neurotrophic
factor; CTX-II ¼ collagen telopeptide-II; CXCL6 ¼ CeXeC Motif Chemokine Ligand 6; DSN ¼ disc space narrowing; HA ¼ hyaluronan; IL-
6 ¼ interleukin-6; NPY ¼ neuropeptide-Y; OPG ¼ osteoprotegerin; RANTES ¼ Regulated upon Activation, Normal T Cell Expressed and Pre-
sumably Secreted.
worsening of LBP (OR ¼ 1.31 [95% CI 1.01, 1.71]). Adjusting for age,
sex, and race, the baseline level of log-transformed CXCL-6 was
associated with the longitudinal increase in LBP severity (OR¼ 1.62
[95% CI 1.04, 2.52]). Adjusting for age, sex, and race, a baseline lower
PPT (<4 kg) was associated with the longitudinal increase in LBP
severity (OR ¼ 1.54 [95% CI 1.02, 2.31]). After adjustment for BMI,
comorbidities, knee OA, and self-reported NSAIDs these relation-
ships were attenuated. No other baseline biomarkers were associ-
ated with a longitudinal increase in the worsening of LBP.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first community-based study to
determine if baseline biomarkers measured in serum or urine, or
pressure-pain sensitivity are associated with longitudinal changes
in lumbar spine structure or LBP. Our results identified multiple
baseline biomarkers of interest that are associated with the longi-
tudinal worsening of radiographic findings (Lumican, HA, and
BDNF: DSN or OST) and an increase in LBP severity (CXCL6, HA, and
PPT). Baseline Lumican, a constituent of vertebral discs, was asso-
ciated with the longitudinal worsening of DSN. Baseline BDNF, a
neuropeptide that can reflect pain or structural changes, was
associated with a longitudinal worsening of OST. These findings
suggest that baseline biochemical biomarkers may reflect changes
in the structural composition of lumbar spine and could improve
our understanding of degeneration over time. Examining baseline
values of biochemical biomarkersmay be of particular interest in an
older adult population, such as ours since the prevalence of
degenerative changes and imaging has beenweakly linked to LBP35.
Therefore, examining different characterizations of biochemical
biomarkers that may reflect the structure, inflammation, and pain
would be highly useful for measuring changes over time.

Our findings indicate that higher baseline levels of Lumican are
related to DSN worsening with 3 times higher odds of DSN for a 1-
unit change in log-transformed Lumican over an average of 5 years.
CI for this relationship werewide, however, indicating awide range
of potential effect sizes compatible with our data above the null
effect. Several studies, using basic science animal models or excised
lumbar spine intervertebral discs, have identified Lumican as a
potentially important proteoglycan for maintaining the normal
functional property in the extracellular matrix of the intervertebral
disc8,36. Changes in the abundance or structure of Lumican that
occur within the degenerating intervertebral disc may impair disc
function8,37. These findings suggest that Lumican has strong face
validity as a biochemical biomarker related to intervertebral disc
degeneration as opposed to OST with which we did not find any
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Fig. 3 Osteoarthritis and Cartilage

Associations between logarithmically-transformed biomarkers and change in osteophyte (OST) score from T2 to T3. Outcome is change in
osteophyte score �2 (n ¼ 424) vs change <2 (n ¼ 282). Adjusted for the following measures at baseline (T2):. Model 1: OST Score, age, race, sex.
Model 2: OST Score, age, race, sex, body mass index (BMI), knee osteoarthritis (OA), having 2þ comorbidities, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs). Model 3: OST and DSN Score Change in the same model; baseline values of DSN Score, age, race, sex, BMI, knee OA, having
2þ comorbidities, NSAIDs. OR ¼ Odds Ratio, CI ¼ Confidence Interval, BDNF ¼ brain derived neurotrophic factor; CTX-II¼ collagen telopeptide-
II; CXCL6 ¼ CeXeC Motif Chemokine Ligand 6; DSN ¼ disc space narrowing; HA ¼ hyaluronan; IL-6 ¼ interleukin-6; NPY ¼ neuropeptide-Y;
OPG ¼ osteoprotegerin; RANTES ¼ Regulated upon Activation, Normal T Cell Expressed and Presumably Secreted.
relationship. Although future work is needed to obtain more pre-
cise estimates (i.e., more narrow confidence intervals) of the lon-
gitudinal relationship between Lumican and worsening DSN, these
findings suggest clinical utility for Lumican for lumbar spine
degeneration specific to DSN vs OST.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine baseline
levels of HA and the longitudinal change in the worsening of DSN.
Like Lumican, HA is found in the extracellular matrix but plays a key
role in regulating inflammation38,39. We identified baseline HA
associated with a longitudinal change in the worsening of DSN in
some, but not all, of our adjusted models. These findings support
our cross-sectional work showing that HA is associated with DSN14.
In our models that adjusted for demographic characteristics, we
identified baseline HA as related to DSN; however, when we
adjusted self-reported NSAID use, BMI, and comorbidities, this
relationship was attenuated. This suggests that these factors, which
may be related to systemic inflammation, may confound the rela-
tionship between HA and DSN, and those self-reporting NSAID use
may diminish this inflammatory response.

We identified baseline levels of BDNF to be associated with the
longitudinal change in OST worsening. BDNF is a neuropeptide that
has been associated with both LBP and spine degeneration40,41. In
addition, BDNF has been recognized in the role of regulating
osteoclast genesis in certain conditions42. This may be relevant to
the OA process because of subchondral bone remodeling with
activation of osteoclasts that may be associated with chronic joint
pain43,44. Although prior studies have not specifically examined this
relationship, this may be the case with OST formation in the spine
as our prior longitudinal study identified baseline OST related to the
longitudinal worsening of LBP4. Although osteophytes are common
among the population, the presence of OST among those with LBP
may be an indicator of continued or worse mechanical LBP; these
results suggest that BDNF may be implicated in OST worsening41.

We examined whether our baseline biomarkers were associated
with the longitudinal change in the worsening self-report LBP over
time. We identified that higher baseline HA levels and lower PPT
were associatedwith the increased LBP severity in some, but not all,
adjusted models. We are not aware of previous studies that have
examined the relationship between these two markers and longi-
tudinal changes in the severity of LBP over time. In those models
with adjustment for demographic characteristics, both HA and PPT
were associated with the longitudinal change in LBP worsening.
However, when we adjusted for additional demographic charac-
teristics (BMI, knee OA, comorbidities) and self-reported NSAID
use, these relationships were attenuated. This may be explained by
residual confounding due to a strong relationship between knee OA
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Fig. 4 Osteoarthritis and Cartilage

Associations between logarithmically-transformed biomarkers and change in low back pain severity from T2 to T3. Outcome is increase in pain
severity (n ¼ 206) vs no change (n ¼ 377). Excludes n ¼ 46 with maximum pain severity at baseline and n ¼ 62 with pain improvement. Adjusted
for the following measures at baseline (T2):. Model 1: Pain severity, age, race, sex. Model 2: Pain severity, age, race, sex, body mass index, knee
osteoarthritis, having 2þ comorbidities, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. OR ¼ Odds Ratio, CI ¼ Confidence Interval, BDNF ¼ brain
derived neurotrophic factor; CTX-II ¼ collagen telopeptide-II; CXCL6 ¼ CeXeC Motif Chemokine Ligand 6; DSN ¼ disc space narrowing;
HA ¼ hyaluronan; IL-6 ¼ interleukin-6; NPY ¼ neuropeptide-Y; OPG ¼ osteoprotegerin; RANTES ¼ Regulated upon Activation, Normal T Cell
Expressed and Presumably Secreted.
and HA45. In addition, several studies have found knee OA to be a
risk factor or be associated with LBP, which may explain this con-
founding effect46,47.

Our study has several strengths including a well-defined com-
munity-based sample, protocol-driven data collection, and a lon-
gitudinal design, but is not without limitations. The JoCoOA
protocol excluded women of childbearing age from having lumbar
spine radiographs to prevent unnecessary radiation exposure;
therefore, the results may not be generalizable to this subgroup.
Our original intent was to examine the incidence and worsening of
DSN, OST, and facet joint OA. However, the high baseline prevalence
and the low number of incident cases of these features did not
allow us to examine incidence within this cohort. In addition, the
high baseline prevalence of facet joint OA within this cohort also
limited our ability to examine worsening in this lumbar spine
structure. Our biomarkers may reflect a systemic biological process
not specific to a structure in the lumbar spine or LBP. Although we
controlled for common comorbidities that may be involved with
biological processes that could affect biomarkers, we could not
control for every possible factor (such as time of day for specimen,
medication use, liver function, and kidney function, diet/activity, or
ethnicity) that could affect levels of biomarkers. We measured the
presence and severity of LBP, but not how LBP interfered with daily
activity. Our question for LBP also included pain, aching, and stiff-
ness, which may overestimate the true incidence of LBP since
stiffness may be present without pain. In addition, our LBP question
was measured on a scale of none, mild, moderate, or severe rather
than a more sensitive continuous scale. LBP is a multidimensional
condition that can be influenced by psychosocial factors. Our pri-
mary purpose in this study was to examine the potential biological
mechanisms. Future studies should include psychosocial factors
and physical function measures as potential moderators of the
relationship with biochemical biomarkers (or as confounders
where these covariates may impact the biomarker of interest).
These might be the reasons, along with the length of time between
baseline and follow-up, for not observing a longitudinal relation-
ship with LBP from some measures such as PPT, which has been
consistently associatedwith pain outcomes in other studies.We did
not include lower back-specific functional measures or account for
previous LBP episodes or widespread pain that are known to be
associated with progressive LBP4. The loss to follow-up we expe-
rienced over this time frame may influence the direction and
strength of our estimates relative to the true population values. In
addition, there was a high prevalence of DSN and OST among
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participants which is to be expected based upon the average age of
the cohort. As such, future studies should consider cohorts with
younger participants to enhance generalizability. Our study
selected biochemical biomarkers based upon our prior studies that
have had an osteoarthritis focus as well as previous bench research
of the content of the intervertebral disc. There are still several po-
tential biomarkers and mechanisms for both spine degeneration or
LBP worsening. Future studies may consider additional pro-
teoglycans to target the content of the intervertebral disc and in-
crease the specificity of lumbar spine structure when compared to
osteophytes or facet joint osteoarthritis. Conversely, a more
agnostic approach to selecting biomarkers may serve well when
examining pain outcomes as the mechanisms are less well
understood.

In conclusion, to our knowledge, our longitudinal study is
unique in providing the first estimates of biomarkers and spine
degeneration or LBP worsening in the community. Our findings
suggest potential clinical utility for baseline biomarkers and the
longitudinal change in worsening degeneration of lumbar spine
structure that may differ in the specific anatomical composition
between DSN and OST.
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